
Suggestions for the Streamlabs App set up 
 
 

1) Get Streamlabs app from the Play or App store. 

https://streamlabs.com/mobile-app 

 

2) Sign in. Select “Log in with YouTube” and select the appropriate account, password, etc.  You 
will be presented with the account to use.  If you have access to an EoE Channel, you will see it 
as you log in.  You’ll also see a “Select Widgets” screen.  Just press “Next” for now and the app 
will start in the main screen. 

 

 

3) Adjust the settings. Select the menu in the upper left, then “Settings” 

   

  

a. Select the streaming platform.  Ensure “YouTube” is selected. 

     

https://streamlabs.com/mobile-app


4) Extra camera settings are found under the 3-dot menu in the upper right.  These settings include 
“orientation” and “Camera enhance” which may be useful. 

   

 

5) Start a broadcast! Hit the red button!  Also here, mute the mic and switch camera buttons. 

 

When starting a broadcast, you will be asked to “Stream Games” or “Stream IRL”.  Select 
“Stream IRL” to use your device cameras.  

You will then see a “Go Live On YouTube” prompt with a type of steam to choose.  Usually, the 
Persistent option is used to broadcast on the main channel. 

 

6) Set a title and stream description.  After streaming starts, select the 3-dot menu (upper right). 

Start a stream.  Upper right of the screen, three dots (on android).  On the Bottom, "Edit Stream 
info". 

There is Title and Description there and a selection of who can watch. 
  



7) Set an EoE logo (optional). 

EoE does attach an icon in the lower right corner.  This section removed. 

 

8) (Optional) If you don’t like the chat showing in the broadcast video it can be disabled but 
allowed to show on your screen.  In the editor option again, it can be turned off by selecting the 
Chatbox widget then the 3 dots menu that will appear.  Click "showing on stream" to make it 
"Hidden on stream".  Click “Hidden on Preview” to change it to “Show on Preview” so chat does 
appear on your screen. 

 

 

9) Add a viewer count indicator (optional, but handy). 

While in the editor, as in number 7 or 8 above, use the arrow in the upper right, hit the plus, 
“Add widget” and select “Streamlabs Widget”.  Select “Viewer Count”.  Place and size as you like 
and, as in number 8 above, you can select if the widget is visible or hidden in the stream and if it 
is visible or hidden in the preview. 

  



Suggestions for stream quality settings 
 

Network data capacity will greatly affect the ability to successfully send and maintain a video 
session.  The Streamlabs app, bu default, is set with pretty high quality in mind.  These settings 
though, are fairly demanding but in less than ideal network conditions, the setting below may help 
set up a more reliable broadcast. 

 Under Settings/Broadcast: reduce video resolution.  I think SL starts at 1080.  720 is half that 
but half the data. Lower still could help but the video quality will suffer the lower you go. 
 

 Frame Rate: 30, 24 or 15 FPS.  Video will not be as smooth with a lower FPS. 
 

 Max video bit rate: SL Starts at 3500 I think.  2500 might help.  Lower might help more at the 
cost of quality. 
 

 The more people around the less data per person will be available. 
 

 SL seems to be less forgiving than the YouTube or Facebook app. As a guess, it may be that  
the YouTube and Facebook apps make these adjustments themselves on the fly while SL 
doesn't seem to do that. 
 

 There is an Audio setting.  Reducing the bit rate for the audio could help but has less of an 
impact. A sample rate of 22050 is half the default.  Turning off Record stereo might help. 
 

 There is also a "Mixer ingest" option.  It lists places Streamlabs sends the video for 
processing on to YouTube.  A closer location might help.  In WDW, maybe Dallas or 
Washington DC could be wise choices. 

 


